40 Houseplants to Make Life Indoors Cozy, Healthy, and Green

Garden Design

The Big Guide to Container Gardens
Create the Perfect Pot for Every Season

Plus
Colorful, Classy Camellias: 32 Irresistible Varieties
Design a Garden that's for the Birds
Spring Forward with Hellebores & Witch Hazel

Luscious Landscapes: California, New York, Hawai'i & Florida
ROUND-UP
FASHION & FUNCTION

Looking to add some flair to an outdoor kitchen, elevate the look of a small garden courtyard, embellish entryway stairs, or enhance a permanent seating area? Outdoor tile may be the perfect solution. Here are some beautiful tiles in a range of styles, shapes, and colors that will give your space some oomph.

BY JUSTINE GUIDRY
01 **MOROCCAN BEAUTIES**
Imported from Fez, Morocco, these handmade clay tiles lend an Old World feel to virtually any decor. And the deceptive simplicity of these 6-by-2-inch rectangles makes them incredibly versatile (just search images online for “Bejmat mosaic tiles”). Available in eight colors. badiadesign.com

02 **GEOMETRIC MASTERWORKS**
Each of these stunning concrete tiles is like a standalone work of art. Available in a plethora of colors and in patterns from traditional to Moorish, there’s a tile for every style. Shown: Primula SQ, Parisienne Art, and Aureola. mosaichse.com

03 **NATURAL PATTERNS**
Beautiful, recycled, handpainted, and inspired by nature. Patterns shown: Ginkgo, Cypress, and Sensu (all in the Sakura collection). Nine additional patterns and three colorways are available. fireclaytile.com

04 **CLASSY CONCRETE**
These sleek, scalloped concrete tiles have a versatile shape to complete an outdoor room, whether your style is modern, classic, or bohemian. Additional colors and shapes available. concretecollaborative.com

05 **LUSTROUS LIGHT**
With varied thicknesses and dimensions, each piece of iridescent glass tile creates depth—an effect that’s enhanced when installed outdoors. Shown here: Casa California in Trillion, Outro and Keystone; Elevations in Flight; and Kinship in Wedge. giasstile.com

06 **SHOWY SHAPES**
Texture and geometry help turn an outdoor wall into a work of art. This ceramic tile is available in six shapes and more than 100 finishes. Shown here, oval tiles in Blue Lake. heathceramics.com

07 **FAB FLOORS**
A tile with an intriguing pattern elevates pedestrian outdoor flooring. This courtyard is finished with concrete tile in the Burgos pattern, available in a three-color combination motif and two sizes. Shown here in white, black, and gray. granadatile.com

08 **ORNATE MOSAIC**
A fireplace faced with intricately patterned tile becomes a focal point amid neutral surroundings. Shown here: Idris terra cotta collection in custom mosaic with Idris Jasmine border. annsacks.com